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Abstract
The development of an anthropocentric paradigm allowed us to expand the subject area of linguistic research, including
a folklore text. This article is devoted to analysing the Russian folk riddle from the point of view of metaphor functioning.
As you know, the metaphor evolved as a kind of accumulated meaning hierarchy relative to already known objects. Thus,
metaphors are understood as complex patterns-images or the ways of the whole and the particular correlation. During the
analysis of the metaphor functioning in the riddle, the authors conclude that the metaphor in the riddle is extraordinarily
simplified and has several requirements for use. So, the combination of a metaphorical description with a literal
description of the subject is essential. The metaphor should be based on the most well-known and understandable
representations for this collective. Such a combination of literal and figurative descriptions ensures the complete inclusion
of the addressee in the semiotic "message" and allows it to be divided into smaller units.
Keywords: Riddle; Paremiology; Denotatus; Metaphor; Linoculturology.
1. Introduction
The main distinguishing feature of the latest linguistics is the establishment and approval of the anthropocentric
paradigm as the basic one (Aaltola, 2010; Ferrando, 2016; Vorkachev, 2001), which is due to the change of research
subject (interdependence of language and thinking) and relevant scientific problems identified in this regard.
Anthropocentrism is the assumption that the most significant force in the world is humans. In terms of individual beliefs
and perceptions, Anthropocentrism interprets or regards the environment. With humanocentrism, the term can be used
interchangeably, and others refer to the principle as human superiority or human exceptionalism. In many contemporary
human societies and deliberate behaviour, anthropocentrism is deemed to be deeply rooted. In the field of environmental
ethics and environmental philosophy, it is a major concept where it is often viewed as the root cause of problems created
within the ecosphere by human action (Kremen, 2012; Procopio, 2009; Williams, 2003; Xiangchen, 2010). Many
advocates of anthropocentrism, however, claim that this is not actually the case: they argue that a sound long-term
perspective recognizes that the global environment must be made continuously acceptable for humans and that superficial
anthropocentrism is the real problem. Anthropocentric thought can be described in cognitive psychology as the propensity
to reason by comparison to humans about unfamiliar biological species or processes.' Analogy reasoning is an enticing
thinking technique, and it can be tempting to extend our own experience of being human to other biological systems. For
instance, since death is generally considered undesirable, it may be tempting to create the illusion that death is equally
undesirable at a cellular level or elsewhere in nature (whereas in reality programmed cell death is an essential
physiological phenomenon, and ecosystems also rely on death). In comparison, anthropocentric thought may also lead
individuals to under attribute human features to other species (Ferrando, 2016; Kamenshchikova, Wolffs, Hoebe, &
Horstman, 2019; Rauch, Linder, & Dallasega, 2020; Rodrigues et al., 2017; Yigitcanlar, Foth, & Kamruzzaman, 2019).
For example, it might be tempting to falsely believe that an entity, such as an insect, that is very different from humans,
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may not share specific biological features, such as reproduction or blood circulation. Anthropocentric thought has
primarily been investigated by developmental psychologists who are interested in its application to biological education
in young children (mostly up to the age of 10). Children as young as 6 have been found to assign human characteristics
to animals such as rodents, grasshoppers or tulips that are alien to them in Japan). Although its persistence at a later age
is relatively little understood, there is evidence that this trend of human exceptionalist thought will continue at least
through young adulthood, even among students who have been increasingly trained in biology (Cowell, 2019; Forsythe
& McMahon, 2016; Komitaki & Khabook, 2020; Lynch, 2016). The hypothesis that anthropocentric thinking is an
intrinsic human trait has been questioned by the study of American children raised in urban settings, among whom it tends
to arise as an acquired viewpoint between the ages of 3 and 5 years. The recourse of children to anthropocentric thinking
tends to differ with their understanding of nature and cultural perceptions regarding humans' place in the natural world.
For instance, while young children who kept goldfish were found to think of frogs as more goldfish-like, in terms of
humans, other children tended to think of frogs. More generally, because of their greater familiarity with diverse species
of animals and plants, children raised in rural environments tend to use anthropocentric thinking less than their urban
counterparts. Anthropocentric thought has found little use in research involving children from some of the indigenous
peoples of the Americas. In terms of their supposed taxonomic similarities, ecological factors, and animistic practices,
the study of children among the Wichi people in South America revealed a propensity to think of living beings, resulting
in a much less anthropocentric view of the natural world than is encountered by many children in Western societies.
The search for common grounds between the language and the life of a person, his life experience is the backbone
of anthropocentrism (Gordienko, 2020; Khaybulina & Fatkullina, 2016; Lugowska, 2020; Tadzhibova, 2019). The
actualization of such studies should be considered as a logical continuation of purely linguistic research, which, due to its
immanence, required an appeal to a more extensive study (Bernikova & Redkin, 2017; Georgakopoulos & Polis, 2018;
Kaufeld et al., 2020; van Rijt & Coppen, 2017). So, pure grammar research could not reveal the semantic originality of a
particular word form, which is directly related to the peculiarities of each word form functioning in speech.
Moreover, over time the doctrine of anthropocentrism has embraced not only research in the field of theoretical
linguistics, but also its applied aspects (Lee, Tumanova, & Salkhanova, 2016; Rahimova, 2019; Sedykh, Ivanishcheva,
Koreneva, & Ryzhkova, 2018; Tadzhibova, 2019). Folklore genres became available to anthropocentric research. Thus,
many works appear in the light of paremiological genre study, among which the mystery stands out (Dabbagh, 2017;
Gabriel, Emilien, Leonard, & Leonce, 2019; Khamraevna, 2020).
Riddles play a significant role in collective experience accumulation and transfer from generation to generation.
Therefore, they are culturally-marked texts, since, through the prism of a riddle, you can penetrate the nation's way of
thinking, as well as look at the world through the eyes of this culture bearers. Riddles are a peculiar way of the national
picture of the world reflection, revealing to us the logic, thinking, worldview, and attitude of a particular ethnic group.
The allegorical legacy of the riddles, the richness of figurative associations, the semantic capacity, the structural and
semantic completeness, and, of course, the proximity to folk speech allow us to consider these micro texts as the
representatives of a standard language system mastered in the practice of linguacultural communication (Larionova, 2014;
Malyuga, Krouglov, & Tomalin, 2018; Shuneyko & Chibisova, 2016; Verbitskaya, 2020).
The uniqueness of the appearance and development of the mystery genre has a number of reasons, among which
are the close involvement of the genre in everyday life of a person or the iconic, transitional moments of life (Brax, 2003;
Hafferty & Foster, 1994). The version is expressed that the riddle allowed to avoid the nomination of "undesirable" objects
and phenomena. So, before preparing for the hunt, it was customary to speak only in figurative language, without using
the direct names of the objects of fishing.
Some peoples had a custom according to which women did not name the husband's relatives by name. The
history of such custom emergence is often associated with the so-called taboo and with the beliefs of ancient people who
believed that words have magical powers. The abovementioned features of the riddle reveal the complexity and versatility
of its organization, the desire to describe the things that could not be achieved through direct nomination via figurative
language (Dancygier & Sweetser, 2014; Dobrovol’skij & Piirainen, 2005; Glucksberg & McGlone, 2001; Katz, Cacciari,
Gibbs Jr, & Turner, 1998).
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1.1. Research Objective
This paper analyses the Russian folk riddle from the point of view of the functioning of the metaphor.
2. Methodology
During the study, the authors collected illustrative material, which was analysed in it with a metaphorical
component. The selected metaphorical substrate was analysed in terms of its internal organization. The authors sought to
reveal the specifics of metaphorical image development in a riddle, checking it for a schematic image. Subsequently, they
checked the syntagmatic features of the selected descriptive fragments (Banța, 2018; Kayange, 2018; Mulry, 2019). In
the puzzle, two items that are different, and often impossible, are compared. The obvious thing that arises during this
analogy is that then solved, a problem is set. But there is something more important here, concerning the riddle as a
figurative form: the riddle consists of two sets, and the elements of one of the sets are passed to the other during the
process of riddling. It appears on the surface that the riddle is primarily an academic task rather than a poetic one. But the
imagination of the audience is often engaged through its imagery and the tension between the two sets. The viewer itself
becomes a part of the images and thereby, and most importantly, of the metaphorical transformation as they pursue the
solution to the riddle. This may not seem a very complex activity at the level of the puzzle, but the basic centre of all
storytelling, including the interaction of imagery in lyric poetry, the narrative, and the epic, can be found in this
deceptively simple activity. The riddle functions in a literal and a figurative mode in the same way as those oral forms.
The literal mode communicates with the figurative in a robust and imaginative manner throughout the process of riddling.
The riddle is distinguished by the interplay between the literal and the figurative, between fact and fantasy: metaphor can
be found in that association, which explains why the riddle underlies other oral types. By their nature, the images in
metaphor elicit emotion; certain emotions are trapped in the images by the dynamics of metaphor, and significance is
caught up in that activity. So, meaning is more difficult than it can seem, even in such apparently easy operations as
riddling.
3. Results and Discussion
Composition, such as the structure of the riddles, is straightforward (A Kalevich, 2019; Minnezufarovna
Nurullina, Giniyatovna Latfullina, & Abrarovna Usmanova, 2019). A riddle consists of two parts: a riddle (a question)
and a guess (an answer). The guess is already encrypted in the riddle in one way or another.
Several factors define the appeal to metaphorization. According to N.F, the chief one is the desire to rebuild the
language "hidden memory", which also appeals to the internal form of the word. Alefirenko, the internal form, should be
understood as "derivational memory of linguosemiosis sources of a nominative, structural-semantic and cognitive nature"
(Alefirenko, 2009). Reflections on semiosis direct us to the idea of the internal form of significative nature, which
demonstrates itself in the realization of the enigmatic connection between the formed connotation and denotatum
(Andacht & Michel, 2005; Emmeche, 2000; Innis, 2016; Radford, 2008; Souleles, 2020).
Of course, some conditions stand out that allow the adequate restoration of the internal form initial position.
First, productivity is essential here, when "a word with type A value can also be used as a type B value".
Secondly, internal forms must be distinguished by the ability to develop prognostic and explanatory potentials.
Thirdly, the hierarchy of the developed semes should be traced in such models, which guarantees stepwise
decoding of meanings possibility and the logic of their generation in the opposite direction. Decoding helps to establish
logical links between the stages of new meaning generation and to reveal the constitutive components that reflect our life
experience. The provision that thinking by metaphors in human nature is essential (Frøkjær & Hornbæk, 2002, 2008;
Hornbæk & Frokjaer, 2004; Hornbæk & Frøkjær, 2002; Zaltman, 2003). It is based on the representation of "imagescheme", as it includes the lowest level of semantic hierarchy regarding spatial and dynamic observations. Metaphors are
significant linguistic instruments. They are one of our key means for the universe to be conceptualized. Their power stems
from their ability to assimilate new experiences with familiar perception patterns; to project one domain of awareness
onto another in order to interpret the new or abstract domain of experience in terms of the other and more specific one.
Metaphors, however, are also unquestionably used as expressions of common sense that one has grown up with. One
tends to overlook that they are partial conceptualizations of truth, because it inevitably means ignoring differences and
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highlighting selected similarities" to emphasize and remove knowledge. In order to unmask what they conceal and to
uncover the interests that are at stake in the use of specific metaphors, it is therefore important to critically examine
metaphors. Scholars and the public need to address metaphors out in the open, since what metaphors involve is a critical
subject for theoretical discourse. It is important to devise alternate metaphors and air them thoroughly.
It is also important to emphasize that we are not talking about the subjective nature of the emergence and
consolidation of a new meaning, but about the objective, often logically determined, the stage of new meaning
development based on this image. Pure semiotic logic is evident here, within the framework of which true connections
are established between the structure of the nomination and its fundamental cognitive model. This situation is quite logical
since it fully reflects the formation of the collective thought process of society at this stage of development, where the
development of the next stage of meaning is thought impossible without appropriate life experience. It is a life experience,
new skills that allow a person to achieve a more complex level of thinking organization, which will be reflected in the
metaphor structure. A more in-depth study of the proposed thesis is possible when they develop a theory that would
include an idea of the deep connection of thought and language from cognitive science and could naturally explain the
reconstruction of the revealed meanings.
So, the indicated motivation is quite clearly represented in the English comparison constructions - as ... .as; as
agile as a monkey (the agility of the monkey serves as a direct motivation for making comparisons according to the
revealed sign). The nature of comparison seems relatively transparent (as cold as ice), where the bright physical property
of the comparison standard acts as the basis for comparison. Furthermore, here, we must understand that not only two
objects of comparison are familiar to the communicants, but their physical properties are perceived as undeniable.
In our opinion, it is essential, first of all, to choose a standard of comparison, since this subject and the identified
typical signs should be relevant in the system of this society. Otherwise, the comparison itself will need historical or
cultural commentary, which is impossible due to the nature and functioning conditions of the genre. The text of the riddle
could not be accompanied by any comment a priori since the iconic component of the riddle is levelled in such a case.
Of course, the development of such a "ladder" of meanings requires the utmost knowledge of the denotative and
connotative elements of an actualized object, as well as the logical schematization of the developed values. An important
role in this cognitive process is played by the sensorimotor cognitive model. According to J. Lakoff, the hierarchy
compiled follows the logic of life experience accumulation (bodily experience) and subsequently breaks up into
constituent elements (structural elements).
In the Russian folk riddle, the denotation itself, its location, and typical actions are subjected to metaphorical
transformation (Faizullina & Fattahova, 2018; Nurullina & Yusupova, 2016; Taranenko, 2016). The cited metaphorical
transformations have explicit motivational patterns of metaphor development during a given period of people's
development. Moreover, they are quite transparent indeed from the point of view of the earlier stage of national
development, which implies maximum human involvement in agricultural activity, knowledge of the laws of nature, the
agricultural calendar, close communication with pets, etc. So, in the riddle, "Face against the wall, and back to the hut"
(axe), the denotatus is presented as an animated object, whose face and back are clearly distinguishable. The face is the
front part of the subject and, therefore, its specific visual image and its empirical motivation; the back is the back of the
subject with the corresponding household motivation. An implicit indication of an object presence with two sides is
essential for a guesser. In this type of riddles, the metaphor will be as motivated and easy to decode as possible; that is,
you can rarely find an indication of "body" small details in the riddle text (collarbone, knee, fingers), as this requires a
deeper knowledge of the addressee. Consequently, it reduces the degree of transparency of the introduced imagery.
Subject activity is metaphorized in the riddle about the saw ("Eats soon, chews finely", "Does not swallow, fed
with another"). Again, the typical action for all (eating) is fundamental. In this case, eating means the effect of one object
on another, which entails a change in the object of action volume. We find a similar phenomenon in the riddle about the
stove: "It eats everything in winter, and sleeps in summer, its body is warm, but it has no blood (stove). In the cited text,
the temporal determinant with the introduced metaphorical action is important, since it is it translates the literal description
of the denotate, but at the same time does not weaken its figurative description. We emphasize that the presence of a
number of metaphorical actions is quite typical for a riddle: "Slept in stone, got up in iron, went along a tree and flew like
a falcon" (fire). Each action indicates not only the nature of the action but also the speed of its implementation.
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The riddle about the gap slit is made in a similar way: "I will make a patch without a needle, without a thread".
It is important to emphasize that during the earlier stage of the people's development, both correlated actions were
relevant: patching a leaky place and covering up a gap. Accordingly, the riddle maker understood that it implies a certain
process of the damaged item integrity restoration. The riddle, "One cries in the hut, and other laughs" (windows and
cracks), also demonstrates the actions typical of a person. In this case, the process of crying is understood as the "release"
of tears, which does not imply an indication of any internal state of the subject. It is the search for appropriate action,
similar to a tear release, and it is required from the guesser. Moreover, the desired action should be very familiar to the
addressee, as it will need additional comment otherwise.
The village traditions are presented in a riddle. Many neighbours live for centuries and never see each other
(windows). The "neighbours" lexeme assumes obligatory meetings of neighbouring house residents, but in this case, an
expected fact is not observed.
As was noted above, the metaphor in the riddle does not imply the creation of a holistic metaphorical image
(Lakoff, 1987; Lakoff & Johnson, 2008). In this case, the metaphor gives only a partial figurative transformation of the
most characteristic sign of denotatus. Moreover, the metaphorical description is closely intertwined with the direct
characteristic: "The fields are glass, the edges are wooden" (windows) since such a combination allows you to identify
the figurative component and decode it. There are other options for the proposed model: Tin dishes, wooden edges
(windows). However, in this case, the dish assumes a different form than the "field"; that is, it allows the appearance of a
broader range of guesses.
The next important element in a metaphor development is its utmost relevance for this group of recipients, which
in turn provides the transformation understanding.
4. Summary and Conclusion
The obtained conclusions allow us to take a more abstract look at the process of information coding in a riddle,
to reveal the most profound aspects of semantics, as well as to reconstruct the features of ancient mythological thinking
that were inherent in an archaic man. The data obtained do not contradict the conclusions drawn earlier, however, indicate
the presence of certain limitations on the metaphor functioning as a figurative phenomenon within the text of the folk
riddle, which is conditioned by the nature of the folklore genre.
This survey enabled us to come to the subsequent conclusions. The specifics of its application detect the
metaphor in the riddle. This implies that metabolization should be manageable and understandable. The choice of the
proposed metaphorical image should be remarkably transparent, that is, motivated, as this corresponds to the riddle's
nature and purpose. The metaphor concerns only a particular part of the described denotation and needs the subsequent
literal characterization. The choice of metaphorical comparison standard should also be relatively easy and not imply the
addressee's detailed knowledge. The standard of comparison is hugely familiar to communicants, as its distinctive features
become known and understandable to everyone. This comprehensive knowledge of the subject permits it to be utilized as
a standard of comparison. Metaphorization undergoes the appearance of denotate or it's characteristic part, the physical
properties as well as actions of denotate.
4.1. Contribution
The authors conclude that the metaphor in the riddle is extraordinarily simplistic during the study of the metaphor
working in the riddle and has many criteria for usage.
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